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The discount
rate dispute…
This boils down to the question in how far
discount rates used to evaluate FU-TURE
policies shall reflect PRESENT individual
decision making processes with rather
imperfect mechanisms to include risk
assessment into the discount rates.

PRIMES 2013/EC

PRIMES integrates (perceived or
existing) risks into the discount rates to
a large degree, our scenario approach
essentially uses usual capital costs,
considering that there are instruments
to mitigate the risks and the risk
perception
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Results Micro Analysis energy efficiency technology
adoption decisions - implications for policy (1)

Results Micro Analysis energy efficiency technology
adoption decisions - implications for policy (2)

Scenarios for appliances in FORECASTResidential
Scenario name

Explanation

Current-policy scenario

All Ecodesign and Labelling measures that are adopted are
explicitly modeled for refrigerators, washing machines,
freezers, dryers, dishwashers, stoves and lighting and are
modelled as an average over technologies for televisions, settop boxes, laptops, desktop computers, computer screens,
modems/wifi-routers and air conditioning.
Includes all measures implemented in the current-policy
scenario and assumes that minimum standards are intensified
and the label is rescaled. The rescaling of the energy label is
assumed to increase its effectiveness affecting both consumers
and suppliers so that more efficient appliances become
available earlier.
New instruments affecting actors are implemented in the
model (and existing actor-relevant policies increased) taking
into account findings from survey.

Intensified-measures scenario

New actor-related measures scenario

Comparison of actor-specific
modelling and assumptions in the
residential sector (1)

Comparison of final energy for the residential sector
(sum of buildings and appliances) in the BRISKEE
scenarios

Relative GDP and FTE employment development in
D2 and D3 scenarios with respect to the currentpolicy scenario

Conclusions Micro-Level
• BRISKEE has shown on an empirical basis which factors
impact in different manner on the IDR, in particular in the
components related to (time and risk) preferences.
• We found smaller differences for the following attributes:
Gender, age, education, time preferences. Larger
differences occurred between different income groups
(especially low income households) and between
participants with different environmental identity (elicited
in the survey on a four-item scale).
• Thus the results from the micro-level provide indications,
how reactive policies could be designed to take into
account the characteristics of different groups, e.g lowincome households.

Conclusions Meso-Level
• On the meso-level, the observations suggest that taking into
account specific factors impacting on the IDR leads to the
realization of additional economic energy saving potentials in the
New Actor-Related Scenario NAMS.
• Compared to the Intensified Measures Scenario IMS, this present a
further improvement both with respect to energy efficiency and
the penetration of renewable options in the building sector.
• In combination the difference would be largest when expressed in
avoided CO2 emissions.
• In these results it has to be taken into account that only certain
parts of the findings from the survey were implemented in the
NAMS (low-income agents) and that quite some of the difference in
impacts arises after 2030.

Conclusions Macro-Level
• At the macro-level structural shifts are at first
observable which - through compensating impulses
that reduce positive impacts on economic growth and
employment - first lead to relatively modest increases
in the impacts when moving on to the New Actorrelated Measure Scenario.
• It is important to look at the long-term dynamic
impacts that would arise after investments are paid
off.
• Future research: focusing on the question whether the
survey findings have implications for example for the
compensating impulses, i.e. the investment behavior.
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